
THE HOLDING ‘DEZEGA’



ABOUT 

DEZEGA is the international holding developing mine-rescue equipment and services, with the headquarter
in Kyiv, Ukraine. Holding was founded in 2013 in order to unite company’s multi-brand portfolio, inheriting
more than half a century of the tradition and quality of DZGA and SU RPE factories. The Holding has its own
top-notch R&D center. The manufacturing capacities of DEZEGA are located in Europe and Asia. .

2017 1965
Having more than 50 years of 
successful experience in the safety 
business, our company produces high 
quality self-rescuers for mining and 
other industries as well as breathing 
apparatus for rescue operations. 



BRIEF HISTORY 
STAGE I: FORMATION (1908-1966)
•Established the 1st Russian Empire mine-rescue station (1908); 
•Created workshops for repairing imported breathing apparatus (1920);
•Began manufacturing of our own breathing apparatuses (1938);
•The workshops reorganized into a plant (DZGA) (1966).

STAGE II: GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT(1966-2006)
•DZGA privatized (1994);
•DZGA certified in accordance to ISO: 9001:2000 standard (2000);
•Entering into the markets of Republic of South Africa & Europe (Poland) (2001);
•New owner takes over DZGA (2006).

STAGE III: NOWADAYS (2006-2016)
•DZGA acquired OZON plant in Russia (2009); OZON renamed into SU RPE (2016);
•DZGA hosted the 8th International Mine Rescue Competitions IMRC 2012;
•Holding DEZEGA (Kyiv) established (2013);
•R&D center opened in Ukraine (2015) .
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FIGURES AND FACTS

Originates from 1908 More than 700 employees Representative offices in 5 regions, 
the products are being used in 40 + 

countries

Head office in Kyiv, 
Ukraine

R&D Center More than 500 000 self-rescuers 
used daily in 40+ countries

800 lives saved in 2015More than 6 Million 
self-rescuers sold
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Self-contained self-rescuers for escape

DEZEGA produces chemical oxygen (KO2) SCSRs in accordance

with EN 13794:2002 and PPE Directive 89/686/EEC, AS/NZS

1716:2012, SANS 1737:2008, IS 15803:2008 :

- 60 min SCSR shoulder belt-worn;

- 30 min SCSR waist belt-worn;

- Training equipment for 60 min and for 30 min SCSRs to train 

users of donning and breathing.

EC-type examination approved in 2016!



60 min SCSR
The 60 min SCSR type 1PVM KS is a personal self-contained self-
rescuer which uses (KO2) to produce O2 and absorb CO2 and
moisture.
1PVM KS is designed and suitable for everyday carrying or for
storage in changeover stations or rescue chambers as well as in
tunnels.

Advantages:
1) Warranted oversized rated working duration;
2) Simple donning procedure;
3) Automatic starter;
4) Small-sized breathing bag and overtype mounting;
5) Low temperature of inhaled gas;
6) Optionally equipped with moisture indicator;
7) Equipped with antifogging protective goggles;
8) No special service or repair;
9) Certified in EU, EAC, RSA, India, Ukraine



30 min SCSR
The Ci-30 KS is a personal respiratory protection device with duration
time 30 min, which uses a chemical (KO2) to produce oxygen and is
intended for use for escape in the event of escape from an irrespirable
atmosphere such as smoke, toxic gases or oxygen deficiency.

1)Compact and ergonomic;
2)Trained user can don Ci-30 KS within 15 sec;
3)Starter is activated automatically when donning to begin breathe
immediately;
4)Equipped with anti-fogging smoke goggles as a default;
5)Optionally equipped with moisture indicator for daily checks of SCSR
leaktightness;
6)Quick-release buckle on a neck strap for changeover;
7)Certified in EU, EAC, RSA, Australia, India, Ukraine.

Advantages:



Self-contained self-rescuers 



Self-contained closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
compressed oxygen

Compressed oxygen breathing apparatus:
- normal pressure in breathing circuit;
- rated working duration 4 h;
- used together with a full-face mask.

SC CCBA meets all requirements of 
EN145:1997+A1:2000 and PPE Directive 
89/686/EEC.

EC-type examination approved in 2016!

Self-contained closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
compressed oxygen



4 hours working duration SCBA 
P-30EX

DEZEGA SC CCBA  type EN145/O2/4N  P-30EX is compressed 
oxygen self-contained respiratory protection device and is intended 
for use of rescuers in case of mine rescue operations, emergency 
rescue operations and technical maintenance in coal mines or other 
industrial objects. 
Advantages:
1) Evolution of P-30 which is used during 30 years in 20 countries 

by 10K of mine rescuers;
2) Compact size;
3) Light weight;
4) Simple and reliable mechanical structure without electronic 

components;
5) Two alarm device;
6) 3 modes of operation: continuous, demand, bypass;
7) Ergonomic harness;
8) Does not require tools for assembling and disassembling.



Self-contained closed-circuit breathing apparatus



Auxiliary equipment

- Training equipment;

- Oxygen booster compressor (certified in accordance 

to EU certificate I-63-0318/12/TC/T);

- Multifunctional control device and tester for SCBA;

- Gas detection tubes and hand pumps for tubes;

- Leak testing machines for SCSRs’ leak test.



Services
DEZEGA provides additional services:
- Training programs for miners to train using, maintenance, donning 

and breathing in SCSR;
- Annual revision and function check of SC CCBA by servicemen 

from DEZEGA;
- Service, maintenance and repair of SCSR and SCBA in service 

center;
- Disposing of equipment in DEZEGA disposal center - SCSR uses 

chemical oxygen which should be disposed in accordance with 
special procedure developed by manufacturer;

- Outsourcing of DEZEGA equipment:
- financial lease for using of equipment, 
- rent of lamp rooms – DEZEGA bear responsibility for working 

conditions of equipment ;
- SCSR’s leak tests outsourcing in mines by DEZEGA servicemen.



OUR CLIENTS
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TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING OFFICE



Technology and engineering office
The Technology and engineering office was established  in 
DEZEGA in January, 2017. The office provides the following scope 
of services:

- Construction and technical documentation development (FS project, 
working documentation, project, work performance project);

- Expert evaluation and analysis of previously developed project 
documentation for its completeness and compliance with applicable 
rules and regulations;

- Organization and control of the project construction in terms of 
design and technological development;

- Preparation of technical and economic calculations, business plans, 
commercial evaluation and examination of investment projects.

The staff of the Technology and engineering office has all required 
certificates (provided upon request) for the mentioned above works 
and services.



EXPERIENCE 
Participation in Construction and technical documentation development :

Сonstruction of the 
coalmine Parbatpur, 

Jharkhand state 
(India).

«Nui Beo» Mine
(Vietnam).

“Kamishinskiy” mine 
“Vostoktsvetmet”LLC

(Kazakhstan).

The project “Coal storage 
acquisition within technical 
borders of the “Mindeli” & 

“Dzidziguri” mines” 
(Georgia). 

Concentrating 
plant«Svyato-

Varvarinskaya»,
Donetskstal.

Mine construction
“Liubelskaya #1-2” 

(Lvov region, 
Ukraine).



THANK YOU!
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